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Welsh Statistical Liaison Committee, Summary of Action Points of meeting held on 5 October 2017, Cathays Park, Cardiff  

No.  Status 

1.  
JM to speak to Andrew to Stephens about National 
Survey questions and get feedback from National 
Survey team 

We have highlighted the need to speak to the National Survey team 
about the reliance of some questions in performance or 
benchmarking activity. Where necessary contact is being made 

2.  
JM to run a desk exercise on activity taking place 
across authorities on tourism analysis 

Update given in Data Unit monthly update 

3.  
SL to feed back to Rob Lewis on conversation about 
STEAM 

 

4.  
JM to take concerns with not enough communication 
with Local Authorities back to Data Unit 

Issue raised with the group 

5.  
Give DT a list of attendees so he can circulate Objective 
Connect link 

Completed 

6.  
GJ to circulate links to the various parts of the Well-
being of Wales report and include request for feedback 
on Well-being of Wales report in his upcoming blog 

Completed 

7.  
GB to circulate report on availability of data sets for 
HSAR and seek feedback. 

Completed 

8.  
NT to circulate copies of the first Census Test reminder 
letter, and the Behavioural Insight Team (BIT) reminder 
letter, so members can  see the different styles 

Completed 301017 

9.  
NT and SL look into issue around census question on 
qualifications and apprenticeships 

NT: We are still doing work to determine the appropriate response 
options for the qualifications question. We will soon be conducting a 
survey (which members of the WSLC will be welcome to respond to, 
Tracy Paul-Sharp from the ONS Census Questionnaire Design Team 
has been in touch with Rachel Lloyd from the Welsh Government 
about this) The aim of the survey is to further understand the user 
need for levels of qualifications data and we have included a question 
on apprenticeships. Provided we get responses, we should have a 
better understanding of the need for this information 

10.  
Members to feedback any comments on the latest 
Public Health Outcomes Framework (PHOF) to Rhys 
Powell, Public Health Wales, NHS Wales 
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